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and
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When Chomsky stated that "the problem of internai justification 
of explanatory adequacy - is essentially the problem of construct
ing a theory of language acquisition, an account of the specifie
innate abilities that make this achievement possible"1 he was high
lighting one of the main areas of interest to transformational gram
marians. This interest continues to be a central issue in psycho
linguistics. In pursuing it, linguists and psycholinguists have gained
new insights into the way a child acquires the ability to speak his
first language (LI) and particularly into the development of the
child's grammatical system. In this paper 1 shall examine a number
of LI research studies in an attempt to discover whether the hypo
thesized similarity between LI acquisition and second language
(L2) learning has any empirical support. 1 shall then consider the
question of age and language leaming to see if there are actually
anychanges in leaming ability, rate of leaming and learning stra
tegies as the individuai grows oider.

is LI like L2?
In recent years two major changes can be noted in the views ex
pressed by researchers studying LI acquisition. One is that linguists
are now beginning topay increasing attention to meaning. They
now realize that the function of language in the life of the child is
of paramount importance in his acquisition of his mother tongue
(Bloom-, Schlesinger3, Parisi et al.», Brown5). The second major
change is that the mechanical S-R view that "practice makes
perfeet" has been abandoned because of abundant evidence from
empirical stuclies showing that practice and imitation are of neglig
ible importance in LI development. In addition, it has been de
monstrated that children who have never learned to speak can never
theless have a highly developed comprehension of language. 1 shall
return to these two points later.
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Studies of LI acquisition have grown rapidly in recent years and
have undergone other important theoretical changes. For instance,
early studies viewed child language as an incomplete form of adult
speech which gradually developed into the "correct" adult grammar
through a process of selective reinforcement. However, the re-exam
inationof LI acquisition in the light of transformational grammar
has shown that child language is self-contained, internally consistent,
systematic, and does not depend on the full adult system. The child's
mind is not tabula rasa. Furthermore he does not simply imitate adult
speech incorrectly, but is actually an active learner who structures
the input and creates rules of his own that are, simpler than those
of the adult grammar. This the child does without the help of explicit
teaching, positive reinforcement of correct structures, or corrections
of incorrect structures (Burt and Dulay"). Reinforcement plays a
strong role in the S-R theory of language acquisition, but research
has shown that mothers rarely spend much time and effort in cor
recting their children's grammar, especially that of two-year-olds.
Brown, Cazden and Bellugi7 examined mother-child interaction for
two kinds of reinforcement in relation to development : corrections,
and failures to understand. They found no relationship between de
velopmental rates and reinforcement. The mothers in this study very
rarely corrected formaI syntactic structures. Instead they corrected
mistakes in content or truth value.

The researchers state:

It seems, then, to be the truth value rather than syntactic well-formed
ness that chiefly govems explicit verbal reinforcement by parents 
which renders mildlyparadoxical the fact that the usual product of
such a training schedule is an adult whose speech is highly grammatical
but not notably truthful.8

Apparently adults listening to children's speech are usually more
interested in the message than in the form in which it is conveyed.
The evidence shows that they are concerned with formaI syntax only
if it includes lexical items such as obscenities and other socially
marked expressions. In this respect the typical L2 leamer, whether
child or adult, stands in sad contrast to the LI leamer. Macnamara's?
theory of the supremacy of meaning in language learning underscores
this contrast clearly:

The argument rests upon the nature of language and its relation to
thought ... The theory claims that the main thrust in language learn...
ing cornes from the child's need to understand and express himself . . .
The teacher seldom has anything to say to his pupils so important that
they will eagerly guess his meaning. And the pupils seldom bave any
thing so urgent to say to the teacher that they will improvise with
whatever communicative skills they possess to get their meaning across.
If my analysis of infant language leaming is correct, and 1 believe it
to be, it can surely explain the difference between the street and the
classroom without placing any serious strain on the analogy between
first and second language learning."
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In addition to recent developments in psycholinguistic research,
observations of the fact that LI acquisition is suceessfui, "virtually
fooi-proof," (Stern-") and L2 learning is not, have Ied to a re-exam
ination of the relationship between the process of acquiring a first
language and that of L2 Iearning. AlI this has resulted in the general
conclusion that the two processes are basically similar but that meth
ods of L2 teaching have not capitalized on the similarities.

Burt and Dulayl2 maintain thatlike LI acquisition, L2 learning
is also a "creative construction" process in which learners, both
children and adults, try to construct the language as they learn it and
create rules similar to those created by children leaming their na
tive language. This approach supports the hypothesis-testing model
of LI acquisition (Chomsky-", McNeilI 1 4) . In this framework, the
child is seen to be making a series of hypotheses about the structure
of his native language as he leams il. Each successive hypothesis is an
interim grammar which accounts for the data he is exposed ta. These
developmental stages have been thoroughly explored in longitudinal
LI studies over the past twenty years. These studies have reached a
high degree of descriptive adequacy, and sorne explanatory adequacy
has been achieved by various attempts to show the order of acqui
sition of certain aspects of the language such as negation, gramma
tical morphemes, rules and exceptions.

A good illustration of the "stages" model of LI learning can be
found in the work of Klima and Bellugi 15 on the acquisition of nega
tion in English :

STAGE I: The negator is external to the sentence - "no singing song,"
"no the sun shining," "touch the snow no."

STAGE 2: The negative element is internaI, preceding the predicate
--- "he no bite you," "1 no taste them," "that no Mommy."

STAGE 3: Here the use of modals, copula and do-support appears
"1 don't want cover on it," "you didn't caught me," "Paul
can't have one."l6

It is obvious that at stage three, the two-and-a-half year old child
whose sentences are quoted above is using a common rule which
applies to modals, copulas and "do." This enables him ta simplify
matters considerably. But the most important point to note here is
that, at this stage, all three children in the study also began ta use
general patterns in interrogative inversion and ellipsis which de
monstrated the presence of the auxiliaryas a common underlying
unit in their grammar.

Theories of imitation and reinforcement cannot account for these
data. For instance, a careful examination of the corpus reveals that
the children used acommon pattern for ,three different sentence
ty~s: .equating sentences, main, verb sentences. ,and modals, This
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must clearly be based on a kind of class abstraction which was quite
weIl developed by stage three. Furthermore, while it is possible to
find an underlying semantic unity in children's usage of noun
phrases and locative phrases, the auxiliary "do" in the sentence
"Do you like milk?" bas no overt meaning. This semantically empty
but syntactically indispensable morpbeme bas to he acquired with
out reference to events in the real world or to internaI meanings.
Its use by the children in this study shows that at this point in the
acquisition of their native language they were able to deal very
effectively with formal, abstract representations.

Ravemt? givesan interesting account of the development of the
auxiliary by his six-year-old Norwegian-speaking son learning Eng
lish in a natural setting in Scotland, In learning the system of nega
tion in EngIish, Ravem's son, Rune, followed a developmental se
quence similar to the children in the Klima and Bellugi study exam
ined above. In addition, Ravem states that Rune did not invert the
subject and the auxiliary in wh questions where inversion would be
redundant. The McNeill's18 and Milon 19 have reported a similar
development in Japanese children learning English. McNeill and
MeNeill conclude that "the emergence of negation in English as
well as in Japanese is a portrait of a child's resolution of com
plexity" and Milon states:

The developmental stages for three native speakers of English and a
second language leamer occur in exact1y the same sequence and within
a1most exact1y identical syntactic parameters as with Klima and Bellugi's
subjects.I O

In addition, studies of children learning the following fust languages
all suggest a universality of basic stages and processes: Russian,
Samoan, Finnish, and several Mayan languages.

Since longitudinal studies of L2 leaming are lacking, a "stage"
theory of this process does not have empirical support; obviously,
results from LI studies should not he uncritically applied to adults
learning a second language. However, one ongoing L2 study
(Hatchê") offers some encouragement to those who hypothesize a
similar developmental sequence for adult L2 leaming as in LI. It
is possible that an approach which treats the stages through which
the learner progresses as self-contained will be as fruitful in L2
leaming theory as it has been in the case of LI.

Acceptance of the hypothesis-testing or "creative construction"
model for L2 leaming would involve a rejectionof the "habit forma
tion" theory which underlies the audio-lingual method, and the
adoption of a cognitive code-learning theory (Burt and Dulay22).
Such a change in theoretical orientation should lead to a re-exam
ination of many existing L2 teaching programs to include more
meaningful learning of the language in situationally appropriate
contexts, with emphasis on the development of communicative COI11-
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petence in the target language from the very beginning. Thus stu
dents would not he drilled from the outset in the production of per
fectIy grammatical but situationally inappropriate and semantically
empty sentences. Anyone who is currently involved in learning a
second language in a classroom can testify to the prominence of
these old and unproductive techniques. Although such terms as
"situational language teaching," "the language experience ap
proach," and "the thematic integrated approach" are frequently dis
cussed in books and articles on L2 teaching, and although L2
theorists and writers of methods texts constantIy stress the impor
tance of eclecticism, the fact is, the majority of teachers of adults
and adolescents are still using the audio-lingual Methode It is also
true that the creators of Many "audio-visual" teaching materials
have simply added pictures to what was originally audio-lingual
in theory and construction.

As mentioned above, LI acquisition studies have tended to show
that practice does not necessarily make perfect, Ervin-Tripp23 de
monstrated that the children in her study had correctly learned ir
regular past forms like came and did, and had used them correctly
a number of times, yet, when they started to produce regular past
forms, they overgeneralized the irregular forms to comed and âoed
in spite of previous practice. She concluded: "Apparently patterns
weigh more heavily with children than frequency of repetition
does."24 Iif this insight is applied to L2 learning, the injunction of
Lado that "the student must be engaged in practice most of the
time"25 would have to be seriously re-examined by textbook writers
and L2 teachers who are still influenced by il. If practice and over
learning are as unproductive in L2 learning as in LI, and 1 believe
they are, then the teacher might do weIl to devote less time to the
monotonous practising of syntactic structures with no informational
sequence, and devise techniques and exercises to help L2 students
perceive, internalize, and use the patterns of the language to express
their own meanings.

Another important but somewhat undeveloped area of LI acqui
sition research is comprehension. Studies of comprehension provide
evidence for the hypothesis that understanding precedes production;
children do seem to comprehend speech long before they begin to
speak. There is sorne evidence for the assumption that speech is not
necessary to language acquisition. Lenneberg'sê" report of an
anarthrie child (one who did not produce speech yet developed nor
mal comprehension of. it) makes the point very strongly. This child
passed all the rigidly controlled comprehension tests devised and
administered by Lenneberg. AIso the implication of the morpho
logical development in the leaming of Russian as a native lan
guageê" is unquestionably that neither the Most frequently heard
structures nor the most frequentIy produced fonns remain dominant
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during early development. However, the hypothesis is that specifie
grammatical features are understood before they are produced.
One reason for this may be that while the listener can listen "with
half an ear" and depend on redundancy to aid bis comprehension,
the speaker has to make explicit choices if he wants to be under
stood. Fraser, Bellugi and Brown-f developed a technique known
as lep (Imitation, Comprehension, Production) to investigate this
hypothesis. The findings from their experiments seem to indicate
that semantic complexity and cognitive immaturity are the con
straints on production during the early stages of LI development.
The work of Sinclair-de-Zwart-" on the acquisition of French
passives by somewhat olderSwiss children replicate these findings.

This seems to suggest that the. greater cognitive rnatu rity of the
adolescent and adult L2 learner should be capitalized on. Ervin
Tripp-" states:

Languages tend to have similar semantic content. By and large, the
major changes we find in the acquisition of the mother tongue with
age are related to semantic development."

It seems reasonable to suggest then, that since the adult has a more
highly developed semantic system than the child, he/she merely
needs to discover a new symbolic representation. When learning a
second language there will obviously be mistakes in areas where
there are semantic differences, but these should be relatively un
important when compared to the task faced by achild learning his
native language at a similar stage of syntactic development.

age and language learning

Chomsky->, Lennebergê", McNeill3 4, and others have argued
persuasively that the human being is innately suited to learning
languages. At the same time, many arguments have been advanced
to account for sharp age changes in language .learning ability as
well as in lateralization related to linguistic functions after traumatic
aphasia. One weil known suggestion is that there is a "critical pe
riod" for LI acquisition. With regard to L2 learning, the literature
on age can be divided into two main classifications: theory and ex
perimental research.

The theoretical support comesfrom inferences drawn from psy
chological and physiological investigation. One example is the brain
plasticity theory (Penfield and Robertsê ", Asher and Garciaê").
According to this theory, the younger child has a "cerebral re
ceptivity" to language acquisition which May be due to lack of
cortical specialization. As the child matures, the organization of
the cerebral cortex becomes more specialized, and the individual's
capacity to learn a second language tends to decrease.
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Lennebergë 7, summanzing case histories of brain damage with
aphasia, infers a physiological age limitation for normal jirst lan
guage acquisition. Nowbere does he suggest (as is often stated) that
adultsare incapable of acquiring a second language. He maintains
that age seems to influence most the retention of a foreign accent
and the ability to leam a foreign language just from exposure in
the natural setting. Asher and Garciaê" suggested that the child's
language facility in the natural setting may be due to the physically
active play contexts in whicb the learning takes place, whereas the
situation is quite different in the case ofadults.

There is no experimental evidence to support the theory that the
ability to learn a second language decreases with age. A comprehen
sive examination of the literature has revealed no study offering
unequivocal evidence that the child bas a special language learning
competency absent in the adult, or that the younger adult is superior
to the older. To a certain extent adults were slightly more proficient
than children in two studies conducted by Asher and Price 3 9 and
by Yeni-Komishan et al.4o Their findings substantiate Ausubel'ss!
theory that adults can acquire new languages more readily tban chil
dren because children's cognitive immaturity and lack of certain
intellectual skills .preclude many approaches that are feasible for
adults.

Thus it appears that an important difference. between children
learning their fust language and adults learning a second language
is the contextual support for the learning. Although it is obvious
that the contexts for LI acquisition cannot be duplicated inL2
learning, if adults learn a second language in settings which offer
opportunities for frequent meaningful communication, the rate and
qualityof L2 learning might even prove greater than LI acquisition.
In cases where adults have been unsuccessful in learning a second
language it May weIl be that they lack the motivational and at
titudinal characteristics which Gardner and Lamberte- and H.
Douglas Brown4 3 have found to be conducive to successful L2
learning. For instance, it would be useful to study the effect of in
hibition on adult L2 learning - particularly culturally induced in
hibition in certain environments. It might weIl be possible to show
that the adverse effects of this particular variable are greater than
is commonly thought.

It is true, however, that a child learning bis native language ac
quires the pronunciation of the regional and social dialect to which
he is exposed while this is rarely the case with the adult learning a
second language. Here again personality and ability, as weIl as
physiological variables might all be at work to sorne degree. Theoriz
ing in this area far outweighs supporting research. There is, how
ever, little reason to believe and ample evidence to disprove the
assertion that pronunciation is an indication of special language
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competence - communication is certainly possible without perfeet
pronunciation. The redundancies inherent in language are such
that mispronunciation and a "foreign accent" are the least handi
caps to communication. People like Henry Kissinger might still
speak English "with an accent" but no one can doubt Kissinger's
ability to communicate effectively in the language.

We realize, however, that some theoretical rationale had been of
fered for treating first and second language leaming as different. Ac
cording to this view, L2 leaming is based on transfer from the first
language and so can tell us nothing more general about language
leaming (Bever and Weskelvs). It is certainly correct that the L2
learner uses previous knowledge, skills and strategies, but this is
equally true of the child learning his native language. In other words,
any leaming must. make use of previous knowledge although it re
mains to be explained just how this is done. It seems obvious that the
young. child of eigbteen months or two years leaming his mother
tongue possesses sorne general knowledge of bis immediate environ
ment, of spatial orientation and of causality which a child of one has
not yet developed. Piaget's work offers experimental support here.
Sïmilarly, a child of four, hearing a completely new sentence, can
bring to it awareness of sound groupings, recognition of familiar pat
terns, expectations about basic syntax-meaning configurations which
the child of one does not have (Ervin-Trippë").

Thus the fact that the L2 learner builds on previously acquired
concepts is not what differentiates L2 learning from LI acquisition.
The parallelism between LI and L2 will be carried too far if the fol
lowing factors are not taken into consideration:

- the cognitive maturity of the older L2 learner

- the differences in learning contexts

- affective variables relevant to the adolescent and adult L2
learner.

Failure to recognize these differences can lead to an oversimplifica
tion of the issues involved in the learning process, to the detriment
of the leamer.

Finally, to return to Chomsky's46 innateness hypothesis with which
this paper began - if the human brain is particularly suited for
language learning, there is no good reason to suppose, other things
being equal, that this ability would atrophy after the acquisition of
LI. Given a bigh degree of integrative motivation on the part of the
leamer, plus the use of methods and materials to suit his interest and
needs, the adult L2 leamer could be involved in a very satisfying
process, resulting in his ability to communicate effectively with peo
pIe of other linguistic and cultural groups.
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